
Gain a 360° View of Your Community
GovSense is easy-to-use software tailored to your requirements. Your jurisdiction 
can save time and money from improved efficiencies, complete transparency and 
streamlined operations.

• The Solution That Grows With You —  
Buy it all at once; or one module at a time

• Trust Your Enterprise Data —  
Rely on a single version of the truth across all departments

• Transparent from Day One —  
Get easy inter-department access to all data

• Fast Implementation —  
Get up and running in just weeks; not months or years

• Any Device, Anytime, Any Where —  
Securely access all your information on the go

• No Reliance on IT —  
Benefit from the multi-tenancy approach of a true-cloud solution
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The First Unified, True-Cloud Software System
Designed Specifically for Local Government
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Seamless Interdepartmental Collaboration Paves the Way for 
Greater Transparency, Fluid Communication and Happier Citizens

The Benefits of True-Cloud 
Software
 
Everybody using the software is using 
the same, latest version — Product 
upgrades are fast, regular and at no 
additional cost.  

You can trust the cloud — The state-of-
the-art security and technical resources 
provided by cloud data centers are at a 
level no single jurisdiction can afford.

You don’t have to download any 
software to your computer — Gone are 
the days of tedious, problematic and time-
consuming software updates that often 
came with significant service fees from 
on-premise software vendors. 

Get access anywhere at any time on 
any device — Because the software is 
accessed via the internet, you can work 
24/7/365. 

Get a 360° view of your jurisdiction —  
True-cloud solutions can be easily 
integrated with other systems, whether 
those systems are cloud-based or not. 

Low TCO (total cost of ownership) — 
The multi-tenancy approach shares the 
common aspects of the software while  
only costing you for any additions 
necessary and specific to your needs. 

You can still make a true-cloud system 
your own — The flexibility to service your 
own application allows you to manage, 
maintain and configure it immediately.



GovSense Modules Overview
GovSense provides end-to-end functionality for all your jurisdiction's needs. The 
modules can be purchased all at once or one at a time, and are categorized as follows 
for clarity in explaining the endless possibilities for inter-departmental collaboration:

Land Management Modules
Planning — Manage responsibility, resource allocation and deadlines; monitor  
open tasks through intuitive, fully configurable dashboards.

Permitting — Keep pace with normal and seasonal workloads to serve customers 
quickly; expedite the permitting process with efficient workflows and status updates.

Inspections — Efficiently assign inspectors and gain high visibility into status of 
projects; automate re-inspections scheduling and fee calculations. 

Licensing — Auto-generate renewals, emails and payment workflows no matter the 
type of license being processed; manage holds, alerts and external communications.

Code Enforcement — Store municipal codes for easy reference and quickly resolve 
complaints online; auto-generate notices, emails and letters.

GIS — Use geo-spatial data to make informed decisions and build smart communities; 
connect financial data with spatial data for increased visibility.  

Economic Development — Utilize CRM to manage entire lifecycles of projects and 
incentives; collaborate with businesses to ensure business retention and expansion.

Financial Management Modules
Accounting — Expedite accounting and closing processes while running accurate, 
dependable reports; manage compliance by using a single, unified system.

Budgeting — Decrease the time it takes to create, analyze and adjust budgets; 
visibility into all departments allows faster, more informed decision making.

Fund Management — Identify the sources of your jurisdiction's funds; demonstrate 
how efficiently the funds are being used according to their designated purposes.

Asset Management — Create and manage your asset inventory for both tangible and 
intangible assets; ensure proper utilization, maintenance and disposal.

Utility Billing — Utilize online utility billing and payments; reduce the need for  
in-person visits and decrease the number of overdue bills.

HCM/Payroll — Access employee information online to manage the entire process 
from "hire to retire"; process online payroll, track benefits and evaluate your workforce.

Project Management — Plan and manage all types of projects by easily collaborating 
with all stakeholders; automate tasks, notifications and reminders.
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Get up and running in just 
weeks; not months or years
Our implementation approach is 
driven by business processes, not 
technology. GovSense utilizes the agile 
implementation methodology that results 
in rapid time-to-value for all jurisdictions, 
regardless of the challenges specific 
departments face. GovSense delivers 
user-friendly software solutions tailored  
to your requirements in weeks; not  
months or years.

About GovSense
GovSense built the first unified, true-
cloud solution designed specifically 
for local government. GovSense 
empowers jurisdictions with flexible, 
easy-to-use software that enables 
collaboration in finance and accounting, 
budgeting, utility billing, fund and project 
management, economic development, 
asset management, GIS, inspections 
and enforcement, planning, and 
permitting and licensing. 

• GovSense leaders have over 
40 years of experience with 
software solutions consulting and 
implementations.

• We have extensive experience 
with true-cloud technology and 
how to leverage the cloud to 
improve government processes in 
revolutionary ways.

• The GovSense team is closely 
connected with the needs of local 
government and the technology that 
can meet those needs.

The First Unified, True-Cloud Software System
Designed Specifically for Local Government


